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Patterns are the very essence of mathematics, the language in which it is expressed. 
(Sandefur and Camp, 2004:211) 
 
Mathematicians have always been fascinated by the art and science of patterns (Joseph, 2000).  In a parallel 
with the visual arts, to meaningfully engage with a pattern requires a necessary discernment of the 
principle on which its elements are ordered.  Pattern itself does not lie in the individual elements, but 
rather the rule which governs their mutual relationship (Taylor, 1964:69-70).   
 
The connection between mathematics and the notion of pattern is prevalent at all levels of mathematical 
endeavour.  Goldin (2002:197) describes mathematics as “the systematic description and study of pattern.”  
Perhaps more generalised and all-encompassing, Steen (1988:616) succinctly defines mathematics as “the 
science of patterns.”  Pattern, in a broad sense of the word, is by no means restricted to numeric or 
pictorial patterns, although this is the usual context of the word for most school mathematics syllabi.  
“The mathematician seeks patterns in number, in space, in science, in computers, and in imagination” 
(Steen, 1988:616). 
 
Working with number patterns or number sequences in the classroom offers valuable opportunities for 
recognizing, describing, extending and creating patterns (Hargreaves et al., 1999:67).  It has been suggested 
that these processes have considerable value as a precursor to formal algebra (English and Warren, 1998).  
Searching for patterns is also an important strategy for mathematical problem solving (Stacey, 1989:147).  
Furthermore, in their seminal paper on an organising principle for mathematics curricula, Cuoco et al. 
(1996) identify the search for pattern as a critical habit of mind.   
 
There are numerous pictorial and practical contexts in which pattern questions can be set, among the most 
obvious being dot patterns, tiling patterns, matchstick patterns as well as two- and three-dimensional 
building block patterns.  Such pattern tasks usually require some form of generalisation of the pattern, 
usually in terms of algebraic symbols.  It can be argued that setting pattern questions within a pictorial 
context should allow for greater scope in terms of learner solution strategies, since a pictorial 
representation can readily be reduced to a purely numeric equivalent provided the pictorial context has 
been meaningfully understood.  However, although pattern problems presented in a pictorial and/or 
practical context have the potential to widen the scope of solution strategies for some learners, it can be 
argued that for others this may well create additional complications (Orton et al., 1999).   
 
I recently gave my Grade 9 class the following matchstick pattern comprising two non-consecutive terms: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For 2 squares you need a total of 19 matches. For 5 squares you need a total of 40 matches.  
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Each pupil was required to determine the number of matches needed for similar diagrams containing 6, 10 
and 50 squares.  In addition, they were required to provide a general rule (i.e. a formula for the nth term) as 
well as a justification for their particular formula.   
I was pleasantly surprised by the diversity of algebraic representations produced for the nth term.  
Furthermore, careful analysis of each algebraic representation of the general term, in conjunction with its 
justification, revealed a number of fascinating visually-driven generalisations.  The use of a pictorial 
context allowed pupils to make use of a generic example within this reference frame as a means of 
scaffolding the justification process. This gives strong support for the use of a pictorial context to enhance 
both visual approaches to generalisation and justification, as well as increasing the diversity of general 
solutions.   
 
Visually mediated solutions that came to light are described in detail hereunder.  All names used are 
pseudonyms.  For the purposes of explication, the following diagram shows the generic example (incidentally 
the 3rd term of the sequence) which will be used in all descriptions.  The diagram is characterised by the nth 
term containing n  squares. 
 

 

 

3=n   
 
 
 
 
 
 
General formula  416 +++ )(nn
 
With this visual strategy, Alex sub-divided the whole into 
smaller units – triangles, V-shapes, and single vertical 
matches.  The triangles were not visualised separately, but 
rather in pairs situated vertically above and below one 
another.  For the nth pattern there will be  pairs of 
triangles, each pair requiring 6 matches, and thus  
matches in total.  The nth term will also contain 

n
n6
1+n  

vertical matches.   
Finally the V-shapes at either end, which are constants 
and thus independent of which term is under 
consideration, will always require 4 matches.  The total 
count thus comes to . 4)1(6 +++ nn
 
 
General formula )]22(2[]4)1(3[ +++− nn  
 
In this visual scheme, Carol subdivided the structure 
into squares and triangles.  The central portion of 
the pattern was further subdivided into an initial 
square and a series of sideways U-shapes, each 
containing 3 matches.  By starting with one square of 
4 matches,  squares in total would require an 
additional  matches, yielding a total of 

 matches.  

n
(3 n )1−

4)1(3 +−n
To complete the overall picture, Carol reasoned as 
follows.  For n  squares there are a total of 2n + 2 
perimeter matches:   on top,  below, and 1 on 
either side.  Each of these perimeter matches  

n n
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requires an additional 2 matches to construct the triangles, i.e. )22(2 +n  matches.  The total count for the 
complete diagram is thus )]22(2[]4)1(3[ +++− nn  matches. 
 
General formula 44)13( +++ nn  
 
Nell visualised the problem in a similar way to Carol, 
but her somewhat different approach led to a slightly 
different expression for the nth term.  Nell also 
subdivided the structure into squares and triangles, 
but further subdivided the inner portion into a single 
vertical match followed by  sideways U-shapes, 
requiring a total of 

n3
13 +n  matches.  For the 

remainder of the structure, each square has two 
associated triangles – one above and one below – 
requiring 4 matches per pair and thus  matches in 
total.  In addition, 4 extra matches are required to 
complete the triangles at either end.  The triangles 
thus require  matches, and the count for the 
structure as a whole comes to 

n4

4)1
44 +n

43( +++ nn . 

 

 
 
General formula 534 ++ nn  
 
Sonya’s approach was almost identical to Nell’s, but 
a slightly different visualisation led to a slight 
variation in general formula.  Instead of subdividing 
the inner structure into a single match followed by 

 sideways U-shapes, Sonya let the single match 
form part of a triangle on the left. The inner portion 
thus contains n  sideways U-shapes requiring a total 
of  matches.  For the remainder of the structure, 

n

n3
each square has two associated triangles – one above 
and one below – requiring 4 matches per pair and 
thus  matches in total.  5 additional matches are 
required for the triangle at the left and the V-shape 
on the right, giving a final formula of

n4

534 ++ nn . 
 
 
General formula 1633 −+++ nnn  
 
Helen subdivided the overall structure into two 
different component parts – triangles and vertical 
lines.  What is particularly interesting in this instance 
is that after visually deconstructing the diagram into 
triangles, the squares become “negative space” as the 
matches that originally formed them have been 
apportioned to different component parts.  
Nonetheless, Helen made use of these squares to 
scaffold her reasoning.  For each square there are 2 
triangles, 1 above and 1 below.  For  squares there 
are thus  triangles on top, each requiring 3  
matches, and another  triangles below, also 

n
n n

n  
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requiring  matches.  In addition, 6 matches are 
required to form the triangles at either end, and 

 matches are needed for the vertical lines.  The 
total count is thus 

n3

1−n
1633 −+++ nnn

57 +n

. 
 
 
General formula  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A popular visual strategy (of which there were two varieties) was to subdivide the structure into a V-shape 
at one end, a triangle at the other, and the remainder into the 7-match additive portion – i.e. the basic unit 
which is effectively inserted into the structure to progress from one term to the next.  For the nth shape 
there are  of these basic units comprising 7 matches each, thus  matches, and an additional 5 for the 
V-shape and triangle at the two ends.  The final count is thus 

 

n n7
57 +n . 

 
 

)1(712 −+ nGeneral formula  
 
Ryan was unable to give the correct algebraic 
expression stemming from his visual reasoning, 
which in itself was partly faulty, but his visual 
strategy is worth noting nonetheless.  From the 
given two terms, Ryan deduced that the first term in 
the sequence resembled a star shape comprising 12 
matches.  Since the second term was given (19 
matches) he deduced the shape of the 7-match 
segment needing to be added.  From this point on 
his visualisation became faulty, as he reasoned that 
only multiples of 6 matches (in the form of an upper  
and lower triangle) needed to be added for subsequent terms (i.e. from the third term onwards).  This 
deconstruction of his visual reasoning at least explains his general formula )26(127 −×++ n , which in 
itself doesn’t conform to standard algebraic convention.  Nonetheless, his initial visual reasoning has the 
potential to create another variation for the general term, )1(712 −+ n . 
 
 
A number of mechanisms of visualisation become apparent from this meta-analysis, and are quite 
revealing in terms of the subtlety and complexity of the visual reasoning evident in the generalisation 
strategies.  Most visual strategies began by deconstructing a generic example into a number of component 
parts.  In some instances these component parts were further subdivided into even smaller parts.  This 
decomposition of the generic example is essentially a retro-synthesis of the whole into perceived component 
parts.  The complexity of these subdivisions ranged from single matches, V-shapes (2 matches), U-shapes 
(3 matches), squares (4 matches) and finally an odd shaped 7-match additive unit.  Once separated into 
component parts, the visualisation process became one of reconstruction by means of multiplying the 
various parts by the frequency of their appearance, and finally summing the various multiples and 
constants together to arrive at a final general term.  In general, the greater the number of different 
component parts, the greater will be the complexity of the derived general expression. 
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It is clear that visualisation played an important role for many pupils in the structuring of the algebraic 
(symbolic) representation of the general formula.  Given that this question was presented in a pictorial 
context, the use of visual strategies is perhaps not surprising.  However, what is surprising is the immense 
diversity of those visual strategies.  Equally interesting is the fact that visualisation played very little role for 
some pupils, who favoured a numerically based derivation of the general formula (e.g. by using a table and 
searching for a likely formula to link the dependent and independent variables).   
 
A similar pattern generalisation problem involved the following two non-consecutive terms, the diagram 
being characterised by the nth term containing  dots along the base: n
 
 

Base is 6 dots long

 

Base is 4 dots long

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The following expressions were generated for the nth term, and it is left to the reader to come up with a 
likely explanation/justification for each of the general terms.  This in itself is a fascinating exercise to carry 
out in the classroom, as it encourages pupils to critically engage with the underlying physical structure as 
seen from alternative viewpoints. 
 
General terms:  )2(22 −+ nn
    )42(2 −+ nn
    4)2(4 +−n

44 −n  
)1(4 −n  

)32()12( −+− nn  
22 )2( −− nn  

 
Perhaps not surprisingly, the presentation of non-consecutive terms tended to discourage numerical 
strategies based simply on the common difference between consecutive terms, and thus yielded a far 
greater diversity of expressions for the general term.  Furthermore, the role of justification as a 
communication of mathematical understanding proved to be highly successful in providing a window of 
understanding into each pupil’s general formula. Finally, from a pedagogical standpoint, an awareness and 
appreciation for such a diversity of visualisation strategies has direct pedagogical application within the 
context of the classroom discourse.   
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Box-and-Whisker plots 
 
MS Excel™ does not have a built in box-and-whisker plot. Go to  
 
www.mis.coventry.ac.uk/~nhunt/boxplot.htm   or    
home.clara.net/dkeith/excel/box-plots.html    
 
to learn how to trick Excel’s graphing feature into drawing a box-and-whisker plot. 


